Historical Fiction Books About The Revolutionary War
Melissa Taylor, Imagination Soup

*Sybil Ludington: Revolutionary War Rider: Based on a True Story* by E.F. Abbott
*Revolutionary War on Wednesday (Magic Tree House 22)* by Mary Pope Osborne
*I Survived the American Revolution, 1776 #15* by Lauren Tarshis
*The American Revolution: The Thrifty Guides Handbooks for Time Travelers* by Jonathan W. Stokes
*George Washington's Socks* by Elvira Woodruff
*One Dead Spy (Nathan Hale's Hazardous Tales)* by Nathan Hale
*The Winter of Red Snow: The Revolutionary War Diary of Abigail Jane Stewart, Valley Forge, Pennsylvania 1777 (Dear America)* by Kristiana Gregory
*Sophia's War: A Tale of the Revolution* by Avi
*Woods Runner* by Gary Paulsen
*Chains, Forge, Ashes (Seeds of America)* by Laurie Halse Anderson
*Johnny Tremain* by Esther Hoskins Forbes

*Links are affiliate links meaning I may earn a small commission if you make a purchase.*